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About This Game

Join the Herd!

Protect your cornfields and lock up your livestock, because FLOCK is here! Pilot a UFO around vibrantly-colored landscapes in
this charming sandbox puzzle game where you must herd animal life back to the Motherflocker. Using a powerful physics

engine that drives many of the game’s elements, FLOCK features over 50 pastoral puzzles. Pick up wood to form bridges, move
boulders to create obstructions, and flatten fields into pathways all to help deliver your herd before time runs out! Flock together

with a friend and even create and share your own crazy levels online!

Herd, poke, prod and manipulate cute, cuddly animals that react to each other and their hazardous surroundings

Over 50 levels of pastoral puzzle challenges

2 player local co-op flocking

Level editor allows for custom puzzles to be created, shared and rated

Compelling environments complemented by a whimsical art style, beautiful lighting and distinctive textures makes this
one of the most graphically-advanced downloadable titles to date
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Real-world physics engine creates all new types of puzzles; Pick up wood to form bridges, move boulders to create
obstructions, and flatten fields into pathways

Lots of fun surprises, secret collectibles and upgrades to find
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Title: Flock!
Genre: Casual, Strategy
Developer:
Proper Games
Publisher:
Capcom
Release Date: 7 Apr, 2009
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I have to say that after playing the second addon for a couple of hours I'm really disappointed. It feels unbalanced and it is hard
to tell why a certain power decides to blow up you buildings and how you can prevent it. This will quickly get you into an
endless loop of problems where it is completely unclear what action would get you out of it.
I'm sorry to say that this addon almost ruins this game for me (the game was nice so far although Tropico 4 was better)..
Clockwork is unbelievably beautiful. It is a puzzle platformer and deserves that title. Within the first (very short) 20 levels you
will get stuck. The puzzles involve climbing, jumping, levers and valves, and a bit of timed cloning. You can jump back in time
watching yourself repeating what you already did.
You will get stuck for two reasons. A) because you need to adjust your timing, your order of operation or your solution in
general. B) The controls.
B) is the reason, why I don't go on playing. The world is cool, the story is promising, and it is a shame that I don't have the time
or nerve to deal with the clonky (pun intended, cause it's a steampunk look, understand?) controls, that cost me several tries until
utter frustration.
If you can deal with frustration much better than I can, Clockwork is for you.

Follow my curator at https://store.steampowered.com/curator/28337205-Fair-Minded-Witness/.
\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50. Yeah!.......another old school retro side-scrolling shooter with loads of weapons to choose
from, upgrades to choose from, boss battles to fight, and reasonably challenging levels to play through; (not too easy, not too
hard). This is an ideal starter for newcomers to the genre; it's cheap, (only a measly £4.49 {approx $6.50}), and it's dead easy to
play. You can even use your joystick or controller' if you've got one;. (I used my Saitek joystick as i'd just been playing HAWX
2 and it was a joy to play with rather than have to use the keyboard controls). You can customise your ship and include several
weapons that can be cycled through to take advantage of different in game situations.

The graphics are colorful and any one familiar with the games of old (circa 1980's - 90's) this will bring back memories of the
time spent in the arcades competing against your friends (money well spent), then playing them on the first console back in the
mid to late 80's. Can't play the game... constantly crashes due to UE4 assertion error... :P Would love to review, but since I can't
get the game to play it's a thumbs down for now.. GET IT!!! Its THe biggest DISCOUNT IN THE WORLD SUKA
BLYAD!!!!!!!!
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very hard to play just building 4 post took alot of time and alot of camera adjustments very few tools to make building easier i
love bridge building games and this one fustrates me like no other. One of the best platformers i've played. Like the ones I
played as a child (early kirby games came to mind), and without the nostalgia-goggles, this probably means this game has better
level design and balance than some of those.

While the basic gameplay is fairly casual, it realy starts to shine in how cleverly the chalenges are designed: going for all gems
requires some decent platformer skills.

tl;dr - buy if you love to challenge yourself in 100%-ing a platformer.. I bought this game years ago, and then had to find and
install patches for it to work. That's not the biggest issue I had, though.

The game is almost unplayable (unless you choose dwarf cleric) if you prefer to solo, and because of the collapse of the
multiplayer servers, everyone has to play solo. I took my solitary cleric far. I made it all the way to the end. I fought a dragon
and drove it off, only to be held back by an impassable wind barrier. Because of that, I couldn't finish the game. There wasn't a
way for me to reach the main bad.

Add to that that I was constantly covered in development textures, making the game feel largely unfinished and greatly rushed.

The game is unbalanced and the developer is underwater, buried, and long gone. Leave this game with them, buried and
forgotten.. This was the tender used by BR52 by default, so it is practically a must have.

This version is fully compatible with the version available though the 3rd party web site... and it is cheaper (and even more when
on sale).
If you are into classic european steamers, get it now, as most BR52 freeware reskins require this tender anyway.
. Awesomely addictive game! Spent the morning dying...alot but still kept coming back for more!(Not many games I can say
that about to be honest) . Really love the sense of humour in the game and the way the checkpoint statues explode when you
keep dying is a pretty nice touch. Puzzles are fun, engaging and satisfying to master and the art style is also perfectly fitting with
the entire style of the game. Great to see a good quality Indie game like this on steam! Will be going back to kick some
Paladin♥♥♥♥♥as soon as I catch a free moment! :)
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